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Three LU professors receive tenure

Emily Passey

Associate Op/Ed Editor

After completion of the tenure
review process three faculty members, Peter Blitstein in history, David
Hall in chemistry, and Kurt Krebsbach
in computer science, were each promoted to associate professorship and
granted job security in the form of
tenure.
Provost and Dean of the Faculty
David Burrows spoke about the tenure
process, emphasizing the three tenets
which every professor must demonstrate in the tenure review: teaching
excellence, scholarly work and service
to the university.
Students’ opinions of professors
are “considered very important” in the
tenure process, and even alumni are
sent evaluations for professors being
considered for tenure. Burrows notes
that, in the tenure process, “Teaching
excellence comes first.”
Blitstein, currently in his sixth
year at Lawrence, echoes this opinion.
Blitstein places great emphasis on the
student evaluations, noting that they
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are the best means by which to judge
a professor’s teaching skills.
Blitstein specializes in Russian
and Eastern European history and
his scholarly work focuses on Stalin’s
Soviet Union and its policies for dealing with non-Russian ethnic groups.
Blitstein brings this expertise into
the classroom by teaching courses in

the history of nationalism, ethnicity
and ethnic conflict, and even a course
he created on espionage in Russia
and the U.S. during the Soviet regime,
entitled Spy vs. Spy.
“I feel a deep ethical responsibility in front of the classroom,” said
Blitstein. He feels that it is especially important for him to keep several viewpoints in play when teaching because of the often-controversial
nature of his subject matter.
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David Hall, in his fifth year at
Lawrence, seems to possess the same
sort of sincere enthusiasm for his
research and his teaching as Blitstein.
Just as inimitable as his classroom
personality, known often as “Dr.
Dave,” is his work in the biochemistry
of asthma and its exacerbation by the
common cold.
Along with his work in asthma,
Hall has also worked on the interdisciplinary field of nanotechnology and,
after several years of working towards
its creation, has successfully nailed
down the biochemistry major.
In his discipline, Hall “absolutely”
works with students. It has always
been a goal of his to work at a small
school like Lawrence and one can see
why.
While working on the Academic
Technology Committee, he helped
pioneer the Moodle program, “love
it or hate it,” and also podcasting of
lectures.
Now that he is tenured, Hall hopes
to find a name for a mug in the VR.

Kurt Krebsbach, the only full-time
computer science professor, brings
the same teaching enthusiasm but his
own unique prowess to his field.
Along with being a class of ‘85
alumnus — the first to graduate with
a degree in computer science, as well
as a bachelor’s in music — Krebsbach
holds a doctorate in computer science
and also worked in the nonacademic
realm at an artificial intelligence lab.
Because of these experiences, he
stresses that he brings knowledge of
not only the academic world but also
the industrial world — the two places
where a computer science major is
likely to end up.
Along with publishing regularly
in the artificial intelligence field,
Krebsbach has also involved students
in AI and robotics research, a recent
development for him. His research,
along with the help of his students,
is to create AI systems that can “plan
under uncertainty.”
Krebsbach came to Lawrence in
order to “give back to Lawrence for
the time [he] had as a student here.”
Now that he is tenured, he hopes to
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spend the rest of his career giving
back.
More rewarding than his higherpaying job in the AI lab, Krebsbach
feels that his job is to “help change
students’ lives.” Echoing both Blitstein
and Hall, Krebsbach says, “The main
thing is that I can do this for a lot
longer.”

“Made With Love” documentary premieres at

Student film to show at Welsh film festival
KATHY PRIVATT SMASH!
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Weather

A few snow showers on Saturday
Partly cloudy on Sunday
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High 28
Low 10
Wind: NW at 13 mph
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High 19
Low 10
Wind: WNW at 10 mph
Source: weather.com

Brianna Stapleton
Staff Writer

A student-produced documentary
saw its first Lawrence screening in
Wriston Auditorium Tuesday.
“Made With Love: A Story of
Emergency Communities” is about the
interaction between volunteers and
residents of New Orleans during the
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.
Raad Fadaak and Madison Tift, the
creators of the documentary, focused
on filming two groups of volunteers:
the students from Lawrence who went
to New Orleans over spring break
2006 and the more permanent volunteers who have been in Louisiana for a
long time, experiencing the full effects
of the disaster.
As the juniors traveled with other
Lawrence volunteers to New Orleans
in spring of 2006, neither Fadaak nor
Tift was planning to make a documentary.
“We certainly had the intention of
bringing our camera along to shoot
footage, but the concept and ultimate
decision to make a documentary was
never explicitly stated at any point,”
said Fadaak.
He described the process as more
of an evolution, as they found themselves interviewing long-term volun-

teers with amazing stories to tell.
“It was when we had a chance
to interview three firemen from the
St. Bernard Parish fire department —
who told their stories emotionally and
without hesitation — that we knew we
had to show the footage to others on
a larger scale.”
Neither Fadaak nor Tift had experience with film editing, so putting
the footage together into a final product was challenging. Alison Miller, a
Lawrence student who organized the
2006 trip to New Orleans, connected
the two filmmakers with her aunt
Gretta, a professional film editor. The
four of them found that they worked
very well together.
“Gretta has provided us with nearly a year’s worth of professional editing and post-production work without
charging us a dime for it,” Fadaak
said thankfully. “The film would never
have been anything close to what it
resembles today without her.”
Students were able to purchase
copies of “Made With Love” for $7
each at the showing on Tuesday. If you
weren’t able to attend the showing, be
sure to contact Fadaak or Tift and let
them know that you would like to purchase a copy of their documentary.
Making “Made With Love” produced some unexpected results for

Tift and Fadaak. Madison decided
to submit the documentary to the
Swansea Bay film Festival in Wales.
This festival only accepts 15 percent or fewer of the documentaries
they receive, so it was a thrill for Tift
and Fadaak to learn that their film had
been selected for public screening.
Made With Love has also been
nominated for the Best Documentary
category at Swansea Bay. “We may
attend the public screening to introduce and promote the film, but Wales
is a long way to go, especially during finals week of spring term!” said
Fadaak.
Though Fadaak had never shot
much more than three minutes of
footage before making “Made With
Love,” he is now interested in making
more films in the future.
“I think Madison and I have both
become addicted to making documentaries after this experience,” he said.
Tift is a self-designed film major and
hopes to study and produce films for
many years after Lawrence.
Both students said they are ready
to tackle new subjects, but are thankful for the experience of making
this film. “The experience has been
enough to encourage us to make films
like this for the rest of our lives,” said
Fadaak.
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JudgeSchudson
relates liberal
arts to law
Kayla Wilson
Staff Writer

Wisconsin Reserve Judge Charles
B. Schudson completed his three-part
lecture series last week, marking the
end of a three-week residency with the
Lawrence government department.
During his time here he presented
a lecture series, “Law and Society —
Confrontation in America’s Courts,”
which included movies that corresponded with the lecture’s topics
and a two-part discussion series, “So
You’re Thinking About Law School?”
Schudson’s visit resulted from
contact with Lawrence Provost David
Burrows, whose office sponsored the
visit.
“He is interested in the importance
of liberal education for persons planning a career in the law,” Burrows said
of Schudson, “and we decided that
some presentations on that would be
helpful to students at Lawrence.”
The two worked closely in deciding
what topics to address in the lectures.
On Jan. 31, for example, the topic was
“The Journalist and the Law.”
“We worked on this for months
and Dean Burrows picked these topics,” Schudson said that evening. “I
know how he arranged that — e-mails
and phone calls with me — but I don’t
know how he arranged this,” holding
up that day’s New York Times, which
featured a front page story about journalist Judith Miller, an issue directly
related to that night’s topic.
An interesting and entertaining
speaker, Schudson worked to keep
students engaged. He gave out reading assignments beforehand, giving
the students access to background
material. These materials were on
reserve at the library and available in
the administrative offices of academic
buildings.
Before his movie showings,
Schudson also provided a quick rundown of key terms and people, which
allowed those without a law background to fully understand the film.
In addition, his long career in law
enabled him to speak on a wide array
of topics, answer questions, and ask
thought-provoking questions.
Burrows, appreciating how this
series helps students who are thinking
about law, also thought it important
for students to see how the liberal
education they are getting at Lawrence
will help them.
“I believe that students at
Lawrence should have every opportunity to consider how liberal learning
— the kind of learning that occurs
at Lawrence — can serve them, both
for a life of fulfillment and for a productive professional career,” Burrows
said. “Judge Schudson’s presentations
address these issues in ways that are
very interesting.”
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Exploring the charm of Florence Civil liberties and counter-

Liz Tubman
Staff Writer

Florence is a city full of crooked
cobblestone streets, pigeons and
tourists. It makes an interesting
mix. At times the city can be incredibly frustrating, but at other times
it is absolutely enchanting.
I remember my first day in
Florence: It was incredibly hot. My
friend and I were exhausted from
the 10-hour flight and slightly
unsteady after the crazy taxi ride
from the airport.
We managed to pay the driver without getting ripped off and
lugged our bags inside the entryway of the “pensione” where we
were staying for the first few weeks.
Unfortunately, we didn’t notice the
tiny elevator until after we had
dragged our huge suitcases up four
flights of stairs to the lobby of the
pensione. That night we wandered
the streets looking for a place to
eat for at least half an hour before
finding a reasonably priced restaurant.
I remember thinking back on
that day and wondering how in
the world I could have felt so lost
in such a small city. By the end of
the three and half months, I knew
Florence like the back of my hand.
The streets that at one time seemed
like a senselessly laid out maze
were now so familiar to me I didn’t

even feel the need to carry around
my map anymore.
It was a process becoming a
part of this city, melding into its
daily rhythm and routine. I was
caught off guard one morning
when an Italian woman standing
next to me at the bus stop asked
me for directions. To my surprise,
I was actually able to answer her
in coherent Italian, and she even
smiled and thanked me for my
help. I had crossed over:; I was no
longer a tourist, but I had become a
sort of honorary Florentine.
Two of my favorite things
about Florence — and Italy in general — are the wine and the coffee.
These are staples of Italian life and
we embraced them. Wine is everywhere in Florence. We were served
wine every night at dinner, and at
a restaurant it’s cheaper to order a
bottle of house wine than a bottle
of water.
In the piazza Santa Maria
Novella, just around the corner
from our pensione, there’s a wine
stand run by a very nice Italian man
would sold many two-euro bottles
of wine to students in my program.
It wasn’t a normal weekend in
Florence if a bunch of us didn’t get
together and sit in a piazza somewhere and have “un po di vino.”
One night we even ended up sitting
on the bank of the Arno River.
Coffee is another wonderful

thing about Italy. There are bars
and cafés on every street corner
where you can order a cappuccino
or a double espresso at any hour of
the day. I discovered a bookstore
on one of the main streets near the
Duomo with an upstairs café where
you didn’t have to pay extra for a
table, like you do at most places
in Italy.
I went there at least twice a
week and ordered a cappuccino
to help me through my reading
for class. One of the baristas who
worked there was especially friendly (and just happened to have an
amazing smile). Whenever I came
in, he always asked how I was
doing, and if my friend and I ran
into him on the street he would
always wave and say, “Caio!”
One day near the end of the
program I randomly got my picture
taken with the friendly barista by a
friend of his that came in. The next
time I came to the café, the barista
proudly showed me the picture
and told me he was going to frame
it and put it up on the wall behind
the counter.
That’s how I left my mark
in Florence: Somewhere there’s
a photo of me and a handsome
young Italian man floating around
in a bookstore café. All things considered, my time in Florence was a
pretty amazing experience.
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During her term in Florence, Tubman captured this photo of the Santa Maria del Fiore cathedral.

Habitat for Humanity
holds fundraiser
April West
Staff Writer

Starting today, Feb. 16 at
7 p.m., Lawrence’s chapter of
Habitat for Humanity will be
hosting a fundraiser, “Operation
Home Delivery,” in Science Hall
atrium to fund their spring break
trip to New Orleans.
There will be a photo exhibition with images of the rebuilding efforts currently taking
place, a silent auction, and free
food and drinks. The photos of
New Orleans will be up in the
atrium until March 2.
The silent auction will include

music from Heid’s Music, swing
dance lessons, a gift certificate
for a pound of chocolate, and
many others from local businesses.
The Habitat for Humanity
spring break trip leaves March
17 and returns March 24. There
are still a few spots open and
anyone that might be interested
should contact Kristi at sandvena@lawrence.edu.
As Emily Palmer from
Habitat for Humanity stated, “A
lot of the people are under the
impression that New Orleans is
finished, when in fact it is far
from done.”

Hey Male Student,
You know your foibles? Well, the Health
Center totally nailed
them.
-Love, Dude
CorinI AM MONSTER!! You
can
five.
Confusion!
-Beth

terrorismdebatedinrecent
convocation

Radhika Garland
Staff Writer

Juliette Kayyem’s address
“Preserving Liberty in an Age of
Terror” performed the difficult feat
of simultaneously undermining our
nation’s avowed commitment to
liberty while also arguing for its
preservation.
Kayyem, a former head of
national security at Harvard’s
Kennedy School of Government,
believes there are situations in
which it is appropriate for the
National Security Agency to infringe
upon civil liberties.
However, she is not supportive
of how the Bush Administration
has directed the NSA and how it
has handled the post-Sept. 11 geopolitical atmosphere.
The Bush administration has
also overstretched the legal use of
Congress’s Authorization for Use of
Military Force resolution, intended
for the war in Afghanistan, to fight
the continuing “War on Terror.”
The growing concern over
this terrorist threat has resulted
in a decreasingly clear definition
of what constitutes civil liberties.
According to Kayyem, establishing
definitions are central in both rooting out terrorism and preserving
freedom.
During the first half of the
address, Kayyem identified both
psychological and political reasons
for obscuring the legal definition
of civil liberties. For instance, the
coined term following Sept. 11,
“War on Terror,” has been used
constantly by the Bush administration and the media, continuing well
beyond the War in Afghanistan.
In the president’s 2007 State
of the Union address alone, “War
on Terror” was used more than 20
times. Kayyem said that continued
use of this term, specifically the
word “war,” justifies anti-liberty
policies that serve no purpose in
rooting out terrorism.
In a pre-address interview with
The Lawrentian prior to the convocation, Kayyem also criticized the
terminology used alongside “War
on Terror” as generic and unhelpful. In the legal arena, the understanding of civil liberties becomes
further obscured, since the administration is operating under several different and sometimes dated
resolutions.
First is the AUMF resolution,
which has been the legal basis for
almost every act the Administration
has made in the last five years in
the “War on Terror,” including surveillance. The Senate had passed
AUMF to allow troops to kill enemy
combatants.
Another obscuring factor is the
often used “no harm, no foul”
defense which protects resolutions
that have been passed but never
have been used.
Kayyem links these factors to
what she calls a “long term threat
with no deadline,” or a state of perpetual fear that is likely to justify
continued legislation limiting civil
liberties.
Yet Kayyem does not view the
limitation of the civil liberties
of certain people, such as prisoners of war, as always unjustified. She defended the purpose of
Guantanamo Bay, citing the discovery of Saddam Hussein’s driver
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National security expert Juliette Kayyem discussed
the Bush Administration, torture and other controversial issues in her convocation last Tuesday.

among the inmates. She defended
the use of interrogation as being
sometimes necessary.
This viewpoint is in opposition
to psychological studies made by
the Center for Victims of Torture,
which puts forth that torture does
not necessarily yield reliable information, torture is not necessarily
only used on the guilty, and torture
does not yield information quickly.
Kayyem maintained that it was
more important to look beyond
“the thing done” — torture — and
look at the “process.” According to
her, the lack of discussion about
the methods that are allowed during interrogation has hurt security,
and moreover, caused undue fear
among CIA agents.
For this reason, Kayyem calls
for there to be a definition of what
constitutes torture.
Throughout the address she
shaped the idea that the understanding of civil liberties can be
changed in order to root out terrorism. The Bush administration,
in her view, could have successfully
passed a resolution in Congress
that specified the measures that
they would use in the effort against
terrorism, such as wire-tapping.
Terrorism has necessitated a
new way to think about global politics, and the lack of clarity inherent in a policy named the “War on
Terror,” according to Kayyem, has
made the U.S. less safe.
The address was precluded by Lawrence fellow Jennifer
Fitzgerald’s inventive musical
performance of her own original
work “Incident.” It was written in
response to a taped recording of
police brutality against a UCLA
student of Iranian descent. Her
piece incorporated a rapid succession of very high and low chords,
and intermittent strumming of the
piano strings under the lid with a
self-made instrument.
Prior to the convocation, Kayyem
spoke to the media at length on her
recent appointment to the newly
created position of undersecretary
of defense in Massachusetts. Since
Massachusetts has a large shoreline and is a center of trade, her
new duties include monitoring port
security, potentially hazardous liquefied natural gas plants, and the
spread of the avian flu.
Kayyem was also asked about
the current War in Iraq, to which
she replied that there was no great
solution. If it falls, other Arab
countries, such as Iran, will openly
control the region.
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Reviewer discovers tapas served on College Avenue
Nicole Capozziello
for The Lawrentian

I
went
into
Sirocco’s
Mediterranean Tapas on a Tuesday
around lunchtime.
Perhaps it was the fact that my
ears were exposed and freezing, or
that I was still reveling in the excellence of my last meal at Sirocco’s,
but upon entering the restaurant I
was content.
I have eaten lunch there twice
before and was not surprised to be
warmly greeted by each of the three
employees I encountered.
I greeted co-owner Nicole Wendt
and walked past the 10 or so tables
of chatting lunch customers. She led
me to the back section of Sirocco’s
dining area, which I imagine is
often occupied by intimate groups
of friends on Friday and Saturday
nights.
The restaurant’s classy yet comfortable environment can be sensed
all around. The decor is simple and
pleasing though still stylish. The
music of guitarist Ottmar Liebert
on the speakers, as well as the faint
smells of Sirocco’s original cuisine,
surrounded us.
The name “Sirocco’s” itself is
meant to reverberate with this relaxing, tasteful ambiance. The sirocco
is the wind that blows off the Sahara
desert, enveloping the northern
coast of the Mediterranean.
In this same way, as vowed on
the front of the menu, “Sirocco’s
strives to bring you there …” The
restaurant aims to connect its customers with the alluring food and
style of eating known in Spain as
“tapas.”
As described on the front of the
menu, tapas are “small, irresistible
plates of exotic savory mouthfuls.”
In Greece, this same idea is carried
through in “meze,” while in Italian it
is referred to as “antipasti.”
No matter the language, tapas
are about the appreciation and experience of great company as much
as they are about food. “I wanted
to bring what I was used to experiencing in Greece to here,” Wendt
explained.
Over the next half an hour,
perched on a soft armless chair,
I learned the interesting story of
Wendt’s life and how this little, elegant restaurant at 125 E. College Ave
came to be.
After being raised in the area,
Wendt went onto college at UW-Eau
Claire and eventually transferred the
University of Minnesota. After graduating, she moved to Greece where
she initially worked as a nanny and
then a shipbroker.
During her 17 years in Greece,
Wendt married a Greek man and
immersed herself in Greek culture
and cuisine. She traveled around
Europe, trying and appreciating different foods along the way.
Upon returning to Appleton to
visit as she did twice a year, Wendt
found that there was nowhere to
eat that satisfied the kind of dining
she had become accustomed to in
Europe.
“I wanted somewhere with style
that was about the actual experience
of eating as well as the food,” said
Wendt. She returned to the United
States in 2005 with her daughter,
unsure of what direction to take her
career. She began looking to interview for a job with BP, as she had
experience in the oil business, but
kept the idea for a restaurant in the
back of her mind.
At a grade school reunion in
early 2006, she met up with Darnell
Suprise, a former classmate. Wendt

found herself talking for hours to
Suprise and his wife Dawn, who
empathized with her frustration at
the lack of area restaurants centered on the “dining experience.”
And so at the rather unlikely event
of an elementary school reunion, an
unlikely idea was born.
They began planning to open a
tapas bar in January of 2006. In the
10 months leading up to Sirocco’s
Oct. 16 opening, Wendt and the
Suprises found themselves dizzied
with preparations. They redecorated
the building into the comfortable
setting it is today and hired their

four chefs.
With the help of Dawn Suprise’s
experience as a gourmet chef and
Wendt’s extensive travel background, they developed Sirocco’s
menu. Sirocco’s has a lunch and a
dinner menu, both of which delicately incorporate dishes from North
Africa, the Middle East, and the
Mediterranean.
The menu contains a small selection of six “tapitas” (appetizers), two
homemade soups, seven entrées and,
of course, tapas. The menu contains
both warm and cold tapas ranging
in price from $7.50 to $12.00. There

are ample choices for vegetarians
and meat eaters alike, including my
personal favorite lunch item, the
Falafel Pita.
Sirocco’s also offers a large variety of imported beer and fine wine,
including homemade sangria.
Off the delicious dessert menu,
guest critic and Sirocco’s regular
D.J. Brengle enthusiastically recommends the Triple Chocolate Bombe,
a rich delight consisting of two layers of chocolate and white chocolate
mousse enveloped in a soft chocolate ganache.
In my own experiences at

Sirocco’s, there is really no way you
can go wrong with whatever you
choose. Though more upscale than
the average college student’s lunch
or dinner date, it is definitely worth
saving up for as an occasional treat.
Come spring, Sirocco’s will also
have outdoor seating. If you have
not at least tried it by then, you will
have no choice after passing by such
tempting sights and smells. My only
regret in writing this review is that
Sirocco’s hasn’t been written about
earlier, as those who haven’t heard
of it before have missed out on several months of great dining.
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The question: What to do about Iran?

Sanctions right
move in Iran

discontent and disenchantment could
threaten its economic, social and political system.”
Economic sanctions will only further isolate Iran and Ahmadinejad

J.B. Sivanich
for The Lawrentian

For all his anti-”Zionist” rants
and threats, the actual possibility of Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad ordering an attack on
Israel is minimal.
This is best explained by French
President Jacques Chirac who eloquently summed up the “Mutual
Assured Destruction” doctrine by
saying that if Iran launched a missile
towards Israel, “it would not have
gone 200 meters into the atmosphere
before Tehran would be razed.” In
fact, Israel has the ability to destroy
every Iranian city and town, while Iran
is years away from a nuclear weapon.
The real threat Iran poses is that
of the primary financial and military
supporter of Hezbollah, Hamas and
Shiite militias inside Iraq. The aid
Iran provided for Hezbollah in this
summer’s conflict alone should have
drawn more visible pressure from the
international community.
Right now, the United States is
taking the right course of action with
Iran. It first offered an open dialogue
and along with other permanent
members of the U.N. Security Council,
the U.S. has proposed to improve
trade and political ties as well as help
in developing nuclear technologies
for electricity-only purposes.
Iran’s rejection of this offer says
much about Ahmadinejad’s irrational
thinking and true goals. Now the U.S.
has offered talks “anytime, anywhere”
contingent on Iran’s suspension of
its nuclear undertakings. These are
substantial concessions that, except
for increased U.N. sanctions — the
U.N. sanctions of this December
are already having quite an impact
of Iran’s fragile economy — and a
heightened military presence in the
gulf region, are all that America can
do for right now.
Ahmadinejad has already proven
himself to be unreasonable, desiring mainly to be seen as a David to

within Iran. If applied properly, they,
in time, will yield results in either a
cessation of nuclear activities or ideally — this is a long shot, but one can
hope — a regime change.

Death to
Theocracy
Scott Sandersfeld

Who knew?

for The Lawrentian

J.B. Sivanich.

America’s Goliath. This is why further concessions or talks won’t work;
they will be simply be a platform for
Ahmadinejad to make heroic speeches standing up to “the Great Satan,”
as many Iranians call America.
Military action is also not a viable
option. An invasion would be costly
in soldiers’ lives, entrench America
further in deficit and be seen in
many Muslim eyes as an extension
of America’s “Crusade on Islam.”
It would only increase the number
of suicide bomb and other terrorist
attacks in the Western world, which
are the real threat of the 21st century,
not nuclear warheads.
With a presidential election scheduled for 2009, which will probably
be pushed earlier, there is a chance
that Ahmadinejad could be voted
out. Ahmadinejad, who has become
the voice of radical Islam, is losing
support at home. In December, his
candidates were wiped out in nationwide local council elections, and his
stubbornness to continue nuclear
programs at the expense of U.N. sanctions has irritated his parliament, his
people, and even his boss, Ayatollah
Khamenei, who sees Ahmadinejad as
surpassing his powers.
Even before the U.N. sanction,
Iran’s economy was horrible; its gross
domestic product per capita is 30
percent below what it was before the
Islamic Revolution in 1979, compared
to a near doubling in the rest of the
world. The World Bank says, “Unless
the country moves quickly to a faster
path of growth with employment,

Shortly after 9/11, George W.
Bush threatened to put an end to
states that sponsor terrorism. Yet
today, only Afghanistan — the backyard of terrorism — and Iraq — a
secular though brutal dictatorship
— remain “defeated,” if that word can
even be used in quotations without
drawing a sarcastic snicker.
The truth is that America is losing the war on militant Islam and has
been for some time now. But, it is not
because we have failed to court allies
or have killed too many civilians or
failed to win “hearts and minds” as
the leftists and conservatives say,
but just the opposite. It’s because we
never started fighting a war in the
first place.
The leftists shriek constantly that
militant Islam is an issue “without
borders,” that it should be an issue of
intelligence and the police. This is a
monstrous evasion that could only be
made by someone too scared to reveal
their true thought; that America’s
right to self-defense is a lie.
No, militant Islam gets its support from states that sponsor it and
participate in it. I could give you a list,
but instead I’ll give you the country at
the top of the list: Iran.
Iran is a theocratic state that has
threatened and attacked the United
States for well over 30 years now,
ever since they invaded our embassy in the ‘70s chanting “Death to
America!” They sponsor hordes of
terrorist groups, notable ones being
Hamas, Islamic Jihad and Hezbollah.
They have been behind a countless
number of attacks on Americans and
American soldiers in the Middle East,
such as the 1996 killing of soldiers

with Jamie McFarlin

Scott Sandersfeld.

in Saudi Arabia, the bombing of the
Marine barracks in Beirut in 1983
and the kidnapping of Americans in
Lebanon through the 1980s. It seems
that their messianic and anti-Semitic
psycho President makes some cryptic remark about Israel being at the
“end of its days” almost weekly. And
now, it is revealed (apparently as a
surprise?) what has been obvious to
anyone who can make connections on
the level of an infant that Iran seeks
to turn Iraq into a theocratic puppet
state and has been working actively to
defeat U.S. forces stationed there. Oh,
and they are also probably trying to
develop a nuclear weapon.
America should stop calling
missions of mercy to bring people
elections — so that they can elect
themselves into another theocracy
or dictatorship, of course — a “war,”
and fight a real war with a real enemy
that seeks to destroy us and has been
working actively to do so. America
does not lack the resources or military might required to defeat Iran, all
we currently lack is moral certainty.
Without it, if we continue on this
path, we will either lose the war on
militant Islam entirely or lose thousands of American soldiers or hundreds of thousands — at least — of
Israeli civilians in a nuclear blast. Save
lives; defeat Iran.

Letters to the Editor

“Rippin’” from Ripon: Bad taste Request to extend library hours
I almost started to feel some
sympathy for the Ripon fans as they
were leaving the stadium. It appeared
as if the highly offensive fans had left
with some newfound respect for our
basketball team and university. It was
at that point that my friend offered
one of them a simple, “Good game”
and was replied with multiple expletives and a fight attempt. Somewhere
between that and seeing their fans
pissing out the back of their bus in
the Alexander Gymnasium parking
lot told me that these fans were not
just trying to intimidate during the
game: they were distasteful through
and through.
Maybe I just wanted to see a
change of heart after a game full
of middle fingers and “F.U.” cheers.
Maybe after a year and a half at
Lawrence I wanted to believe that
people like that just did not exist.
The integrity of this school, especially with the basketball team, simply
would not produce the savage antics
of the Ripon cheering section. Yea.
Turn to the Lawrence section every
time your team scores and convince
us of your amazing team. Last I
checked the reason for attending
sports games is to ridicule the other

team’s fans rather than support your
own team. And keep chanting “Red
Hawk Nation” — I’m sure you’ll take
over this country one of these years.
I hope for their sake what we witnessed was a poor sampling of Ripon
College. Either way, though, the game
reminded me how glad I am to be a
Lawrentian. I can’t ever imagine kids
from our school acting so idiotically.
The game itself was probably my favorite of the year. It
was particularly well played
by our own Lawrence basketball team and the inanity
from the opposing crowd
was pathetic but somewhat
amusing. The fact that our
guys could translate that
environment into a tough,
focused game only shows what a
motivated and classy group of guys
they are — and I think I might know,
since over half the team lives on the
same floor as me. I’d like to finish
by saying good luck to the guys this
weekend against Carroll! We’ll surely
be supporting you, and we don’t
need middle fingers to do it.
James Antony

One evening a few weeks ago,
I had the honor of giving a potential future faculty member a tour
of the Lawrence campus. When we
stopped into the library, she was
impressed by how many people were
in the library — studying, working in
groups and doing research. It’s true;
our library is incredibly well used by
the student body.
Recently,
t h e r e
appeared in
the
library
lobby a large
pad of paper
asking,
“If
you
could
change one
thing about
the library, what would it be?” I
didn’t think twice; I wrote, “extend
the library’s hours” next to three
other people who had written the
same thing.
While the library hours could
be extended in several ways, the
biggest problem is the late opening
times on the weekend. Currently, our
library opens at 10 a.m. on Saturday
and 11 a.m. on Sunday. In contrast,
the library at Carleton College opens

both weekend mornings at 9 a.m. At
the very least, the library should open
earlier on Sunday. Oberlin, Grinnell
and Macalester libraries are all open
by 10 a.m. on Sunday. One might
even go so far as to suggest that the
library should open earlier on Sunday
than on Saturday, because seriously,
which day are you more likely to
spend the entire day at the library?
The library is not just a building
from which we check out books. For
students who live in double or quad
rooms, the library may be the only
guaranteed quiet study space. For
students who don’t own computers,
the library is one of the few really
quiet spaces where they can write
papers. And for students leaving
materials in lockers or studies, it is a
hassle to move all their sources home
and back again, on the chance that
they might want to start their homework before 11 a.m. the next day.
The bottom line is, not all of us
sleep in ‘til noon or go to church. In
light of the $35 million going into the
new student center, how much would
it cost to keep the library open a few
more hours a week?
Julia Callander

Baby, it’s cold
outside. If I have
a drink, will that
warm me up?
The anecdote of Charles
Joughin, a baker on the Titanic who
supposedly survived the frigidly
cold water because of the alcohol
in his system, was shared with me
recently.
Essentially, the idea was that
the alcohol acted somewhat like
antifreeze and kept his body warmer even in the cold. The validity
of the tale, however, is somewhat
disappointing. While the cook did
survive, alcohol really didn’t have
very much to do with it beyond
keeping the man calm.
When it is cold — and it is
definitely cold right now — it seems
logical to think drinking is something that will help in coping with
the cold as one frolics around campus. It gives a flushed, warm feeling and perhaps numbs the cold
sensation. Are you actually warmer,
though?
The warm skin and flushedface feeling associated with alcohol
is misleading. It is generated by
dilating blood vessels, which causes
us to lose heat but feel warmer. Consequently, core heat loss
is occurring faster, dropping body
temperature and making a person
even more susceptible to hypothermia. The risk of hypothermia is
exacerbated as the warm feeling
masks the lowered body temperature and intoxication makes one
far less alert and responsive. The
chance of slipping on ice or passing
out somewhere in the cold is more
likely.
It is important to me to express
that I am neither condoning nor
condemning drinking. There
are positive sides to alcohol that
include and extend beyond social
interaction. As far as drinking to
stay warm though — you’d be better off with hot chocolate.

CS:
Thanks for the
Swedes.
DW

DW,
That's what she said.
CS
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President Beck, we’d like to
know more!

“What would you do if you
suddenly had more free
time (and didn't need to
write papers or study)?“

Lawrentians love to know one another’s business; it’s part of living
each day as part of a close-knit campus community. This desire for
knowledge also goes beyond the immediate student body, as our close
interactions with Lawrence faculty and staff lead us to wonder about
everything, from what brought them to Lawrence to what their favorite
menu item is at the grill. Usually we just ask, and the mystery is solved.
We still want for information, however, from the ever-elusive members of our campus administration, particularly our president, Jill Beck.
Every time she rises to speak at a convocation or other major campus
event, we are in awe of her poise and grace. “How does she do that?” we
wonder. “What does she do all day?”
We at The Lawrentian have at least a partial answer to those questions, since Beck has been generous enough to meet with us every week
to discuss newsworthy issues on campus. This is a practice begun under
her administration, and it helps us immensely.
ArtsBridge scholars are also more familiar than most with Beck, since
they are part of a revolutionary program that she started and brought
with her to Lawrence. Her commitment to sharing Lawrence’s wealth of
knowledge with area children is evident and admirable.
Still, the other 1,400 students at Lawrence strain to catch just a
glimpse of their fearless leader as she leaves her office or an event. There
are rumors: “She travels a lot,” or “she’s really busy.” Travels where?
Busy doing what? OK, we’ll admit it, we’re gossips, but we’d really like
to know.
Maybe the answers to these burning questions lie in The Lawrentian's
snagging an interview with President Beck and printing it. Maybe she
would be willing to attend student-run events, such as SOUP’s upcoming
Mardi Gras celebration. Regardless of the means, one thing is certain:
Most Lawrentians would love to know more about their ever-poised,
motivated, yet elusive advocate, Jill Beck.

Dear Lawrentians,
I am a 2005 graduate of Lawrence
and a current Teach For America
corps member. I write to familiarize
you with Teach for America’s mission, as well as to encourage you
to act: TFA’s application deadline is
Feb. 18.
I never gave teaching a moment’s
thought for most of my Lawrence
career, but, during my senior year,
I found myself striving to unite the
theory I had gulped in my English
and philosophy courses with explicit
practice. I joined AmeriCorps and
began facilitating environmental
education programs in low-performing public schools. While with
AmeriCorps, I learned of Teach For
America. A national non-profit that
places recent college graduates as
teachers in low-performing rural and
urban schools for two years, TFA
unabashedly believes that high teacher expectations drive high student
performance — a conviction I, too,
came to hold. I submitted my online
application and interviewed; several
months later I was notified that I
would work in Miami-Dade County
Public Schools.
I began teaching 11th- and 12thgrade English and Intensive Reading
at Miami Jackson Senior High in
August. My students are among those
for whom a high school diploma is
not a given; they average between a
fourth- and seventh-grade reading
level. They have taken and failed the
10th-grade Florida’s Comprehensive
Assessment Test in reading some
two, three, four, even five times. Most
find reading painful; they’re not good
at it, and they know this.
That public education in this

country does not equally serve all
who receive it, and that the advantages sprouting from social privilege are
not deserved, are facts we can recite
smoothly. Our time at Lawrence has
left us sufficiently well-read to be
unsurprised by the education statistics — chances are, you know that
my students’ skills mirror those of
myriad low-income, minority high
schoolers. If you behold any of the
sentiments I did my final year at
Lawrence, you can say with equal
ease that educational inequity, systemic poverty, and racial injustice are
realities too mammoth for one corps,
let alone one individual, to improve.
My students lack literacy in part
because no teacher ever offered them
the long, focused hours that my
elementary school writing coach, or
my high school vocal coach, or that
professor at Lawrence who didn’t
mind meeting at the Grill on Friday
evenings to discuss a paper, gave to
me. These people made sure that I
had the chops I needed to whittle
thoughts into words and actions.
The very sort of tenacity, grace, and
ingenuity your teachers at Lawrence
and elsewhere have pushed you to
cultivate make you capable of changing the lives of America’s youth.
I know this because thousands of
Teach For America alums have made
remarkable gains with this country’s
neediest students; I could write
tomes limning the feats of MiamiDade corps members alone. These
students deserve teachers like you.
Teach, and make progress on the
most crucial civil rights issue facing
our generation.

“Read … or start a wicked cool
band.”
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Novgorodskyinspiresonthepiano Lawrence singers perform in the Twin Cities

Amelia Perron
Staff Writer

Dmitri Novgorodsky, teacher
of piano, presented a solo recital
Sunday, Feb. 13, giving the packed
hall a full program of virtuosic and
moving music.
The program was varied, including Beethoven’s Sonata op. 110 in A
flat major, Rachmaninov’s “Variations
on a Theme of Corelli,” Godowsky’s
“Symphonic Metamorphosis on
Themes of Johann Strauss,” and
Liszt’s Sonata in B minor.
Before playing, Novgorodsky
warmed up the audience — and
himself — by offering impromptu
yet engaging program notes for each
of the pieces.
He began by discussing the connection between the two sonatas
bookending the program. “The Liszt
is the quintessential Romantic sonata,” Novgorodsky explained. “But it
wouldn’t have been possible without
Beethoven laying the foundation for
the Romantic era. It’s an incredibly
emotional piece, unifying the personal with the universal.”
Coming from the other end of
the Romantic era is the “Variations
on a Theme of Corelli,” the last
major piece Rachmaninov wrote.
Rachmaninov was the black
sheep of composers at his time,
being unwilling to give up tonality
and many of the other 19th-century
conventions of composition.
“This piece is so anguished — it
is closing the door on tonality, but
also on his life,” Novgorodsky said.
Of Godowsky, he said simply,
“This guy was nuts.” In reference to
the many virtuosic melodic lines that
occur simultaneously, Novgorodsky
said, “He makes you do the impossible.”
Finally, Novgorodsky discussed
Liszt, the first “pop idol” of the
musical world. The sonata, however, reflects not the showman but
the artist, in the emotionally effective contrasts of “light and dark,

demonic and celestial,” he explained.
“There’s passion, drama. He strives
for the unattainable.”
With Novgorodsky’s introduction, the audience was fully prepared
to appreciate the impressive performance. Piano performance major
Brent Funderburk said, “Professor
Novgorodsky’s performance was, as
always, astounding and profoundly
inspiring for me as a performer. “He
is so focused on the mood that he is
trying to convey and it, without fail,
reaches to my emotional core.”
Novgorodsky has also left his
mark as a teacher. “I have learned so
much from him, not just in the musical department but also in terms of
life lessons and putting everything
into perspective,” Funderburk continued.
“I have taken away so much from
being around him just two hours a
week.”
Novgorodsky’s wisdom comes
from a number of experiences that
have taken him around the world.
Born to a musical family in the
former U.S.S.R., he was educated
from the age of seven in strict Soviet
conservatories.
Unlike American schools, which
may shelter children from hard
work, the Russian culture “doesn’t
consider children unable to do these
things,” Novgorodsky explained.
“It’s focused on results. It toughens you up — although the teachers
aren’t mean, of course. You become
able to weather the trials and tribulations of being a professional musician.”
But Novgorodsky also has favorable remarks on the American liberal
arts system.
“Liberal arts are a great school
for life,” he observed. “You are
swamped with choices, which is how
it is in life, too.”
Novgorodsky came to the U.S. in
order to attend the Yale School of
Music, and “I could never leave — I
liked it so much.”

The Met in the Fox Valley
Graham Hand
for The Lawrentian

Opera fans in the Fox Valley
were given the opportunity Tuesday
to see a production of Bellini’s
opera “I Puritani,” performed at the
Metropolitan Opera in New York
— without having to leave Appleton.
This year the Met — one of
the world’s most prestigious opera
houses — is broadcasting six operas
to movie theaters across North
America and Europe. In addition to
“I Puritani,” highlights of the series
include a production of Mozart’s
“The Magic Flute” and the première
of a new opera by Tan Dun about the
first emperor of China.
“I Puritani” was the last opera
by Vincenzo Bellini, one of finest
composers of the “bel canto” style
of opera. This style is primarily
concerned with giving the singers
opportunities to sing as beautifully
as possible, and only secondarily
concerned with drama. “I Puritani” is
no exception, and it includes some

of the most beautiful melody in
opera.
The production was, of course,
excellent. The cast sang wonderfully,
especially soprano Anna Netrebko in
the lead role as Elvira. Although listening to the sound coming through
the theater’s speakers didn’t have
the impact of being at a live performance, it sounded good and it
was easy to enjoy the beauty of the
singing.
The movie theater format actually made it easier to see the stage
action, because all of the singers
were twenty feet tall. The experience
isn’t as good as seeing opera live, but
it’s the next best thing.
The major problem with this
series is the cost of admission —
$18 per ticket. Unfortunately, this
expense makes it unlikely that the
broadcasts will attract anyone who
isn’t already a serious opera fan
— and it will likely stop many people
who are. Despite this the Met broadcasts represent a welcome opportunity to see world-class opera in
Appleton.

Help the
environment

Elena Amesbury
Staff Writer

Tuesday, Feb. 6 Cantala, Lawrence
University’s women’s choir, boarded
a bus to the Twin Cities to tour as a
part of Lawrence’s new “Focus On”
program.
The program, started in 2006,
aims to spread Lawrence’s name
throughout Chicago, Minneapolis and
St. Paul. These cities are specifically
targeted because within them live the
greatest concentration of Lawrence
alumni, and they hold massive recruiting potential.
Performances and talks have been
occurring for the past year, and are
scheduled at least through 2007. Last
March, Concert Choir toured Chicago,
and this spring break the Wind
Ensemble will do so as well.
Planned in both Chicago and the
Twin Cities are talks by Lawrence
professors about their various areas
of knowledge, as well as talks relating
to Freshman Studies material to entice
prospective students.
Phillip Swan, conductor of

Cantala and Assistant Professor of
Music, noted that most of the people
they encountered who had heard of
Lawrence had never actually had any
firsthand experience with a Lawrence
representative or ensemble.
“I think they were pleasantly
surprised,” he said. “They seemed
impressed with the literature, and the
high caliber of musicianship. Although
the women are music majors, they
sing well in a choir. It was good to
share what we can do.”
Cantala performed in three high
schools. In Stillwater, they performed
a joint concert with the high school’s
women’s choir.
The final concert was held at the
historic Central Presbyterian Church in
St. Paul, of which Kathrine Handford,
Lawrence’s university organist, is the
music director and church organist.
Fanfare Brass, an LU student
brass ensemble, also performed at
the church, and a number of other
Lawrence musicians played with
Cantala.
Swan noted that the tour was
overall very productive. “It was good

for recruitment and PR,” he said. “But
it was also very good for the ensemble
to bond as a group.”
On the particular value of a tour,
Swan said, “It was a chance to see
some music mature. Mostly music
is performed once, but on a tour it
is sung multiple times. It is good to
learn to dig in and keep it fresh. It
was a unique opportunity for musical
growth.”
Heidi Jastram, a senior French
major in Cantala, agreed with Swan.
“It was really good for the choir to get
together and experience what touring
is about,” she recalled.
“To be a cohesive group and to
know each other outside of choir is
necessary for good music.”
When asked about the highlights
of the trip, Jastram mentioned a break
from singing where the choir was
invited to Jason Berkowitz’s house for
“desserty things.”
Selections from the tour will be
performed at the upcoming choral
concert, “A Century Apart” at 8 p.m.
in the chapel on Feb. 23.

Artist Spotlight: Andy Kincaid

Photo by: Andy Kincaid

Andy Kincaid is one of the most
ambitious artists currently inhabiting
the Wriston studios. As a sophomore,
Kincaid has made great strides in his
work with photography and sculpture. Here’s a few words from one of
Lawrence’s rising stars.
Where are you from and what is
your major?
I am from a suburb of Minneapolis
and am a studio art and possible
physics major.
How and when did you start doing
art?
We all started doing art before
we can remember … but the most
important person to me as an artist is Bob Worrell, my elementary
school art teacher. Things just sort
of went from there. The first time I
thought about art seriously was my
sophomore year of high school. The
summer after freshman year I took a
photography class with a friend, and
for the following years our evening,
weekends, and summers were photography. We would hop in my little
Escort and drive all over the Twin
Cities, looking around, waiting to be
inspired or at least waiting to see
something unique or photogenic.
A short time later I acquired an
enlarger and some other equipment
and built myself a darkroom under
my basement stairs. It is there that
I really began to find something that
made want to commit to art in my
life. It was those experiences together with some powerful trips to the
Walker Art Center and its collection
of postwar abstract paintings that I
really became interested in art.
How would you describe the work
you do?

I wouldn’t … but here is a little.
Much of my work is very conceptual,
examining specific characteristics or
connotations of an artistic medium
or of a specific fundamental characteristic of life.
What artists or performers have
been particularly inspirational to
you?
This changes as I change. Through,
at the beginning of high school it was
Salvador Dali. As I became more
interested in contemporary art this
focus shifted to Matthew Barney
and Hiroshi Sugimoto. The single
most influential piece was Matthew
Barney’s “Cremaster” series, which
is a set of five
films about the
cremaster muscle,
responsible for
the descent of the
testicles. As my
art shifts toward
a more conceptual
focus the artists I
find most inspiring also change.

Can you tell us a little bit about
your group upcoming show?
Well, it’s a solo show of my photography and sculpture called “M/F.”
I am looking at aspects of sexuality
and gender, juxtaposing the brutal
and disgusting with the pristine to
create some physical truth, but you
should go and figure things out yourself.
Do you have any plans for the
future?
I am working on a set of work
that I’m really excited about. It’s a
series of molded spheres, looking
at time and creation as process and
repetition.

What do you
hope to accomplish with your
art?
I’m not sure.
I want to make
people think, and
I want to do something new, but I’m
not there yet. First
I need to figure
out who I am in
my art. Then I will
look to the future.
Photo courtesy of Andy Kincaid
One of Andy Kincaid's sculptures hangs from the ceiling of the science hall
atrium.
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“SMASH” brings the circus to Cloak
Jess Vogt
Staff Writer

“A bourgeoisie circus with a proletariat sideshow” — the intriguing
description of the theater department’s upcoming production of
“SMASH”.
A play by Jeffrey Hatcher based
on the book “An Unsocial Socialist”
by George Bernard Shaw, “SMASH”
promises a delightful mix of satire,
serious idealism and general wit.
“SMASH” is set in England at
the fictitious all-girls school Alton
College in 1910.
It centers on the character of
Sydney Trefusis, a vehement socialist who leaves his bride because, in
his own words, “Love and politics do
not mix.”
Trefusis, played by Asher
Perlman, then poses as a gardener at
Alton and begins to inspire revolution in the mind of Agatha Wiley, a
rabble-rouser in her own right.
Agatha, played by Kate Kirkland,
and her cohorts at the school, Jane
Carpenter and Gertrude Lindsay,
played by Cara Wantland and Brianne
Mueller, seem to exist to be the bane
of existence for the school’s headmistress, played by Tav Driscoll.
But when Agatha’s cousin and
Sidney’s former bride Henrietta,
played by Nora Taylor, shows up

on the scene, the action takes an
unforeseen turn, and with cunning
and deliberation the show winds
to an unexpected but tumultuous
close.
“It’s a show of extremes,” said
director Kathy Privatt. “And yet there
are some really fundamental ideas
about human existence.” In today’s
society, she added, it just becomes
about change.
“We think, let’s tell a story that
lets us laugh a bit about what we
do when faced with change,” she
continued.
The characters in “SMASH” are
constantly faced with changing situations, ideas and even identities.
And often, their self-analysis is stunningly accurate.
“These characters always say
exactly what they should have said,”
said Privatt. “You know those times
when you walk away from a situation
and suddenly think, ‘Ah! That’s what
I should have said!’? These characters always say it.”
Actor Pete Welch, who plays raging capitalist Sir Charles Brandon in
the production, agrees.
“Once you understand the character you’re playing and how they
act, you can begin to guess what they
would say.”
“The way the words are put
together is at the same time a fabu-

lous gift and a tremendous challenge,” continued Privatt.
Putting together the show in a
little over a month has been a process for the cast and crew, and
everyone’s dedication was required
from the get-go.
“This is a very capable cast,
and they have been able to handle
the challenges of the show very
well,” affirms Stage Manager Brianna
Stapleton.
Privatt added that without the
cast’s 110-percent commitment, the
show would not have been possible.
Both cast and crew have had to
apply prior skills and find new tools
“to explore the world of words and
world of actions,” said Privatt.
“Theater is always kind of a
visual metaphor,” she said. And the
bright colors of the costumes and
set mimic those of a circus, with
the wordplay providing the comedic platform on which the actors
perform. “SMASH” is sure to delight
audiences and keep them laughing
and talking for hours.
Performances are 8 p.m. on Feb.
15, 16 and 17, and 3 p.m. Feb. 18 in
Cloak Theatre.
Tickets are $10 for adults, $5
for senior citizens and students, and
free for Lawrence faculty, staff and
students.

Sounds Like

Busdriver: “Roadkill Overcoat”
Dan Willis
for The Lawrentian

Busdriver, the Los Angeles-based
indie rapper with such a singular
voice and diverse bullpen of influences that he cites vocalese artist
Jon Hendricks as his biggest influence, recently released his fifth fulllength album. The album “Roadkill
Overcoat” is his first for the indie
punk label Epitaph.
Busdriver forged his uber-literate style and prodigious rhythmic
ability in the influential Good Life
Café, an L.A. nook that groomed
such progressive outfits as the
Freestyle Fellowship, Aceyalone and
Self Jupiter, to name a few. So it is no
wonder why Busdriver is so utterly
unique and exciting.
There are times where Busdriver
truly lives up to the self-proclaimed
niche “nonsense rap.” Like a line out
of “Casting Agents and Cowgirls”
where he castigates a phony girlfriend: “You thought, ‘He’s just an
uber-dred for the federal fiscal cap’
/ But after brunch, you’ll need two
Sudafeds and a disco nap.”
First of all, cool. Secondly, a listener skeptical of Busdriver’s brand
of nonsense might charge that he’s

trying to pull off what I like to call
a “lyrical thunderclap.” That is, he
feigns (or so the unfaithful allege) a
sophisticated poetic air by mashing
together two basically non sequitur
lines to the effect that you, the listener are left in meek befuddlement,
paralyzed by the fact that the current nonsense sits in the middle of,
well, a masterpiece.
Maybe he got lazy, maybe it’s a
super-hip commentary on the art of
listening to music, or maybe the gaps
of meaning in B-driver’s lyrics beg
the listener to personally fill in the
space. I like to think of Busdriver’s
wordplay as a sort of interactive,
choose-your-own sardonic, bitter,
indie vocalese rap adventure.
But The Driver is in control. He’s
at his best when he reigns in his
hugely impressive ability to spin a
train of thought into an accelerating
vortex of spitfire allusions; retaining
a semblance of coherence that allow
the listener some traction in their
project of deciphering the insanity
before them.
Busdriver’s decision to polish his
production and inject a cushy pop
center with its hooks and simple
verse chorus verse structures helps
to provide gravity to keep the man in

orbit around planet Intelligible.
And it works. You can totally
hear the influence of John Hendricks
in Busdriver’s near-jazz delivery. His
delivery floats and stabs in sarcastic,
melodizing torrents as he taunts
and berates the hands that feed
him. He takes shots at a delightful
cross section of pretty much easy
targets. Here’s a sampling: neo-cons,
art school kids, indie hipsters, himself, hippies, really annoying hippies,
red states, beatniks, Viacom’s white
honkies and hippies.
He’s either wary of becoming
pigeonholed in a scene or is a bit shy
about accepting praise from fans,
as he is constantly critical of the
pretentious hipsters and left-leaning
indie-pop scenesters who pay his
rent. Or, in an act of purification,
he attempts to offend the posers so
as to retain those fans who really
appreciate his eccentric work.
Regardless of the complicated
relationship Busdriver has with his
odd fan base, his newest release challenges the listener to really engage in
the material. He doesn’t want stardom, and he most certainly won’t get
it with music as difficult as this, but
the committed listener will reap the
benefits of his immense talent.

Cory Robertson
Staff Writer

This year’s production of Eve
Ensler’s “The Vagina Monologues”
promises a new take on a show you
may have seen before.
Said Director David Hanzal, “[‘The
Vagina Monologues’] is a show that
needs to be performed annually, and it
needs to be reinterpreted if it is going
to stay powerful year after year.”
This time, expect characters with
distinct personalities, from their costumes to their tones of voice, and a
local band of Lawrence alumni — Love,
Claire — to add a touch of angsty folk
rock to the mix.
Angst, however, won’t be the
defining feature of the production.
Though he admits that the show can
seem like an angry one, Hanzal has a
different vision.
“I wanted to stress the need to
come together as a community to deal
with these issues, and at the end of
the day to be pro-love and not have
any of that anger seep into the show,”
he said.
Featured characters include a
butch lesbian, a transvestite, an elegant businesswoman, and an elderly
woman. But Hanzal hopes to focus
on what all of these women have in
common, not the differences between
them. In the face of violence against
women, differences between individuals become minute.
Also different from past years is
the presence of a male actor in the
cast. Freshman Mike Korcek will play
the part of a transvestite.
“In the first part he’s a visible
man, a stagehand/observer, and in
the other part of the show we see his

physical transformation and the ambiguities of gender and sexuality,” said
Hanzal, who implemented a genderblind policy when casting the role.
Another highlighted monologue is
“My Short Skirt,” to be performed by
sophomore Charlotte King.
“It’s been done in past years as an
angry sexy person,” said Hanzal, “but
this year we tried to find a real person
behind all of the skits — someone we
can relate to.”
The famed orgasm monologue,
“The Woman Who Loved to Make
Vaginas Happy,” in which a female
sex worker demonstrates a plethora
of different orgasmic moans, will be
performed by junior Daniella Cartun.
She will don what Hanzal described as
a “Betty Page-inspired S & M prostitute
outfit” for the role.
Last but not least among the many
new features of this year’s production
are a number of actors you most likely
haven’t seen before. “We have a lot of
freshmen in the cast,” said Hanzal, “a
lot of up-and-coming theater majors
with a lot of potential.”
Although “The Vagina Monologues”
was first performed in 1998, its basic
goal remains the same: to give voice
to the millions of women who remain
silent on the subjects of sexuality and
abuse.
Said senior cast-member Layla
Schwartz, “We come from generations
before us that didn’t talk about these
things. If we are told not to talk about
something, we assume it’s something to be ashamed of.” “The Vagina
Monologues” aims to uproot that
notion wherever it may still exist.
Hanzal’s production of “The
Vagina Monologues” will be performed Feb. 25 and 26 at 8 p.m. in
Cloak Theatre.

Photo courtesy of Emily Meranda
Cast members of “The Vagina Monologues” rehearse at a recent Björklunden retreat.

“Alphaville, une étrange aventure de Lemmy Caution”
PN1997 .A565
1998
Corey Lehnert
Managing Editor

What with computers spouting
surrealist poetry, disjointed narratives and anti-capitalist themes, the
films of Jean-Luc Godard are anything but mainstream cinema.
Godard’s works, rather, are born
from a method that takes the most
basic framework of a popular genre,
breathing new meaning into it by
turning all other preconceptions
regarding plot, cinematography and
dialogue on their heads.

Perhaps Godard was offering a
hint at his methods, then, when his
fascist supercomputer, Alpha 60, in
the 1965 film “Alphaville” belches
out the line, “Everything has been
said, provided words do not change
their meanings, and meanings their
words.”
“Alphaville” is Godard’s version
of a science fiction film, but it is
a film of a science fiction that has
realigned itself with contemporary
problems, not a mainstream work
of escapism. As a result, it offers a
refreshing and philosophically profound take on a usually tired genre.
Godard’s film tells the story
of the fall of the fascist city-state
Alphaville by the hands of the noir-

ish special agent Lemmy Caution,
played by Eddie Constantine. Lemmy
is sent to Alphaville on a mission
to rescue a famous scientist and to
destroy the robotic ruler of the city,
Alpha 60 (think HAL 9000, but with
the voice of a chain smoker and a
penchant for surrealist poetry).
As Lemmy comes closer to
completing his mission, however,
Alpha 60 gets wind of his plans and
attempts to either convert or kill the
secret agent by any means necessary, specifically through a battle of
the minds.
Perhaps most importantly — and
this is very important — “Alphaville”
is an undeniably cool film.
The characters speak in long

strands of postmodern thought,
quote Jorge Luis Borges from memory, and occasionally unleash fantastic lines like, “All things weird
are normal in this whore of cities.”
Damn, every budding pseudo-intellectual on the planet wishes he had
come up with that one.
Gleaming
cityscapes
and
advanced technology are nowhere to
be found in “Alphaville,” as Godard
prefers to show his vision of a dystopic future via subtler means. Alpha
60, the film’s hyperlogical computer,
looks to be nothing more than a
bright light shining through an electric fan, and Alphaville itself looks
suspiciously like 1960s Paris.
Despite all the plainness of set-

ting, however, Godard seamlessly
evokes this dystopian vision of the
future with the simple yet powerful
idea of the manipulation of meaning.
The daily censoring of Alphaville’s
dictionaries, the myriad suicides due
to confinement to logical thought,
and, in what are probably the most
fascinating moments of the film, the
surrealist debate-battles about love
versus logic between Agent Caution
and Alpha 60 all bring to “Alphaville”
a sense of dread fantasy that special
effects alone could never achieve.
Godard’s film, in short, is an
engrossing interpretation of science
fiction that never ceases to impress
with its deep originality.
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Women’s Basketball clinches tournament birth
Ben Webster
Staff Writer

Vikes, More
Vikes!
with Peter

Griffith

Sports Editor

The sign on the ticket table at St.
Norbert Schules Sports Center read:
Adults: $3
Children: $1
SNC Students, Faculty and Staff
(with valid ID): free
“Oh great,” I thought, “I just drove
a half hour in the freezing cold and
nearly got lost on the winding streets
of De Pere and now I have to pay
3 bucks to watch a DIII basketball
game?”
I approached the table and the SNC
student sitting behind said “Student?”
“Yeah, Lawrence,” I replied, and he
proceeded to charge me one dollar.
This brings up a few interesting
points. Where did he get the $1-figure? Was it some sort of lame jab at
Lawrence students being children?
More likely he didn’t want to
charge a student full price but felt he
should get something out of me. I have
to say I really appreciated the gesture,
and the discount. It got me thinking about relations between students
from rival colleges at sporting events,
and how even Ripon fans aren’t really
that bad.
Before you decide to burn me at
the stake or sacrifice me to the Red
Hawk Nation, let me try to explain.
Last Wednesday’s LU basketball
game against Ripon was pretty great.
It was a great win, and a dominant
win. For the first time since St. Braier
last laced up his sneakers Lawrence
looked like a team that could beat anyone. What really made the game great
and really echoed last year’s games
however was the game’s atmosphere
— specifically the fans — specifically
the student sections.
There’s nothing quite like student
sections in college basketball. Ask anyone who’s seen a game at Duke’s
Cameron Indoor Stadium or Michigan
State’s Breslin Center or even the Kohl
Center at UW about the atmosphere.
What sets these Meccas of college
hoops apart isn’t the terrific basketball
being played; it’s the student sections.
So when I got to the Ripon game
and saw that Ripon had brought 50
drunken meatheads in matching red
T-shirts, I was nothing but glad.
Ya see, one student section makes
a basketball game great. Two student
sections add a whole other game. It
was like Lawrence and Ripon were duking it out on the court and the students
were playing another banter-centered
game from the stands. They echoed
each of our LU LU LU chants with their
own F for L ciphered version. They
chanted “Red Hawk Nation” and we
returned “Academics.” It helped get
both sections even more pumped up
for the games.
Now in my mind our section clearly won that battle. Cleverness always
trumps vulgarity. But the point is
not which section was better, louder
or cleverer. The point is that Ripon
brought a pretty big group of fans
to cheer on their team, and fueled
by the passion of the rivalry the students of both schools helped create a
true college basketball atmosphere in
Alexander Gymnasium.
Thanks, Ripon, for bringing the
Red Hawk Nation. Although that chant,
by the way, is real lame.

The women’s basketball team had
a marvelous reading period, improving their record to 13-8 by defeating
two conference rivals in Ripon and
Beloit. With the wins, the Vikings
clinched the fourth seed in the MWC
tournament
The conference tournament will
be hosted by Lake Forest, whose only
loss was at the hands of Lawrence.
The girls completed a sweep of Ripon
for the first time in seven years.
The wins add to head coach Amy
Proctor’s record as the winningest
coach in this school’s history, which
include an impressive 12 playoff
appearances in 19 seasons.
Excitement was in the air at
Alexander Gymnasium on Wednesday
as Lawrence jumped out to an early
lead against the 8-13 Red Hawks, converting on 11 of 30 without any three
balls or free throws.
The Vikings were firing on all cylinders with stellar play coming from
guards Carrie Van Groll and Chelsie
Barnard, as well as forwards Christine
Brice and Kelly Mulcahy.
Lawrence was ahead by 13 points
with six minutes left in the half (22-9)
but watched their lead dwindle to only
three at halftime after a Ripon steal
and three-pointer.
Fans were in disbelief at how
quickly the lead had vanished by halftime, but the girls came out eager to
restore faith in the second half as
Barnard quickly added a three ball to
the lead.
Tension remained high, however,
as the Red Hawks closed the gap to
four several times with good jumpers,
and made consecutive lay-ups in 45

seconds to narrow the lead to three.
The bleacher floors were sprinkled
with finger nails with fans knowing
that a steal and a three would tie the
game, but junior Van Groll put it on

Photo by Ben Doherty
Junior Carrie Van Grohl takes a shot.

ice sinking two free throws with time
running out to make a 54-49 finish.
Van Groll was the high scorer
with 18 points, six of which were free
throws in the second half.
Barnard made significant contributions with 11 points and Mulcahy
snatched 11 boards. The victory
against rivals Ripon built momentum
for the lady Vikings, which they would
need on the road against Beloit on
Saturday.
Despite the positive momentum
of the last game, the girls came out a
little sluggish in the opening minutes
against Beloit (11-11) as they quickly

Swimming wraps up season
Mandy Burgess
Copy Editor

The women’s and men’s swimming and diving teams traveled to
Grinnell Feb. 9-11 where they triumphantly finished off their season
with one of their best showings at the
Midwest Conference Championships
in years.
The women beat Lake Forest, longtime rivals for the runner-up position,
as well as Carroll and Monmouth to
take second to powerhouse Grinnell.
Head coach Kurt Kirner reflected,
“On the women’s side we were more
dominant than I had originally predicted, outscoring our nearest competitor Carroll by almost a 2-to-1
margin.”
The young men’s team also surprised with an excellent fourth-place
finish. Though Kirner had predicted a
battle for anything above sixth place,
“we truly squeezed every bit of talent
out of our squad.”
The meet got off to an excellent

start with the first individual event,
as Hayley Vatch and Julia Ziege swept
the 500 freestyle with commanding
performances and lifetime-best times.
“From there,” Kirner said, “we
continued to use that energy along
with our close team bond to carry us
through the entire weekend.”
Vatch’s distance performances
were a highlight of the meet, and
Kirner considers her “a true ‘champion’ in every sense of the word.”
Though an entry mistake forced
her to swim in the slowest heat of the
mile, her great composure and athletic
ability allowed her to go out and swim
an untouchable time, slicing 37 seconds off her previous season best and
winning the event by 28 seconds.
In addition, all five of the women’s relays medaled, driven by exceptional performances from Heather
Prochnow.
Despite a shoulder injury that
plagued her throughout her last season with the Vikings, Prochnow “was
able to fight through the pain to

succumbed to a 5-0 deficit.
It took the Vikes six minutes to
shake off the grogginess of the bus
ride, and from the 14-minute mark
to halftime they began to dominate,
unleashing an eight-minute (23-2)
run.
The second half’s play was conducted by Lawrence but in a less
dominant fashion, and the Vikings
accumulated a final score of 71-55.
Jen Gabriele had a tremendous
game with 19 points and Kelly Mulcahy
finished with 18 points. Jenny Stoner
remained solid at point guard with 10
assists and nine points.
Other standouts were Erin Henzi,
Barnard, and Molly Bouressa.
Jenny Stoner commented, “We
were very happy with our first half
performance — we shot the ball well,
played good team defense, transitioned (which we haven’t done very
effectively in a while) and made a 23-2
run during an eight-minute period
which is always lots of fun.”
The point guard continued, “And
the second half, although not as pretty as the first — we did what needed
to get done to hold on and we played
smart in the last couple of minutes.
Hopefully Saturday’s game will give
us the confidence we need for the next
two games.”
Wednesday evening the Lawrence
girls dropped a tight game to St.
Norbert by two points, 70-68.
Lawrence was up by as much as 13
in the second half but a strong Green
Knight run down the stretch put an
end to any third place aspirations
Lawrence had. The Vikings conclude
their conference season Saturday
against second place Carroll and will
face host Lake Forest in the first
round of the conference tournament.
be there for her teammates when it
counted most,” said Kirner.
“Her willingness to show a ‘nevergive-up’ attitude will stick with me for
a long time to come.”
Other medal winners included
Vatch with two golds and a bronze,
Ziege with three silvers, Taylor
Brengel with one silver, and Meredith
Claycomb with a bronze.
LU diving also had a prosperous
meet. Marissa Vallette went home with
one silver and one bronze medal,
while Steve Schnorr took advantage
of the men’s competition to win two
bronzes.
Coach Kirner has another reason
to be thrilled about the weekend’s
events - he took away the award for
Women’s Coach of the Year.
Though honored by the award,
he says that he hopes to “do the job
of Coach of the Year every year for
Lawrence swimming.” Kirner continued, “To me, it is a tribute to the
athletes, and us as a team!”
Congratulations to Coach Kirner
and LU swimming and diving for an
incredible finish to a fantastic season!

Men down St. Norbert, remain in tie for fourth in MWC
Peter Griffith
Sports Editor

Ryan Kroeger had a game-high
28 points and Andy Hurley put in
14 as the Lawrence University men’s
basketball team picked up a win at St.
Norbert in a crucial MWC matchup.
The win keeps the Vikings in contention for the fourth and final spot in
the MWC tournament and eliminates
St. Norbert.
The game began slowly with both
teams playing solid defense. The
Vikings had trouble finding Hurley
and Matt Osland down low and much
of LU’s scoring in the first half came
from jumpers.
St. Norbert had a solid offensive
game plan, using their superior size
to set effective screens and move the

basketball around the perimeter with
relative ease.
Lawrence’s guards ended up
chasing their man more times than
not but efficient switching and good
help defense kept LU hands in Green
Knights’ faces and forced bad shots.
SNC picked up the tempo near the
end of the half and finished strong
with a layup at the buzzer to send St.
Norbert into the locker room down
two, 23-21.
St. Norbert would get the first
bucket of the second half to tie the
game at 23 but that’s as close as
they’d get. Lawrence hit some crucial
three-pointers including back-to-back
treys from Ben Rosenblatt and never
looked back.
St. Norbert, in need of a win to
keep them alive in the conference,

played tough defense down the
stretch but solid free-throw shooting
killed the Green Knights.
Kroeger was especially impressive
from the charity stripe, hitting 13 of
14 including most of Lawrence’s free
throws in the final minutes.
The win moves Lawrence to 9-6 in
the conference, tied with Lake Forest
for fourth place. LU split with LFC but
since Lake Forest split with leagueleading Grinnell and the Pioneers
swept Lawrence, LFC holds the tiebreaker.
Lawrence needs a win in their final
game against Carroll this weekend
and a Lake Forest loss — at home vs.
Knox — to qualify for the four-team
tournament. Tip-off Saturday is 4 p.m.
at Alexander.

Lawrence University

scoreboard

Men’s Basketball
Feb 14
Lawrence 		
St. Norbert
		

71
57

Feb 10
Lawrence
Beloit

		
		

74
62

Feb 7
Lawrence
Ripon

		
		

72
57

Women’s Basketball
Feb 14
Lawrence
St. Norbert

		
		

68
70

Feb 10
Lawrence
Beloit

		
		

71
55

Feb 7
Lawrence
Ripon

		
		

54
49

Hockey
Feb 10
Lawrence 		
MSOE
		

1
7

Feb 9
Lawrence 		
MSOE
		

1
2

Swimming
Feb 9-11
Midwest Conference
Championships
Men 4th out of 8
Women 2nd out of 9

Tennis
Feb 10
Lawrence
		
UW-Oshkosh 		

0
9

Wrestling
Feb 10
Northern Wrestling Association
Tournament
1st out of 6
Feb 9
Lawrence
UW-Oshkosh

		
		

15
24

standings
Men’s Basketball
Grinnell *
Carroll * 		
Ripon
Lake Forest
Lawrence
St. Norbert
Monmouth
Beloit
Knox
Illinois College

MWC
12-3
11-4
10-5
9-6
9-6
8-8
7-9
4-11
3-12
3-12

O’all

16-6
13-8
12-8
13-9
13-9
9-13
11-11
4-18
5-17
8-14

* Qualified for MWC Tournament

Women’s Basketball
Lake Forest *
Carroll * 		
St. Norbert *
Lawrence *
Beloit
Monmouth
Illinois College
Ripon
Grinnell 		
Knox 		

MWC
14-1
14-1
12-4
10-5
7-8
6-10
5-10
4-11
4-11
0-15

O’all
20-2
19-3
16-7
13-9
11-11
12-11
7-15
8-14
8-14
2-20

* Qualified for MWC Tournament

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and
www.midwestconference.
org and are current as of
Feb. 14, 2007

